Paper Errata: Valdar & Thornton (JMB, 2001)


1. Page 413. The sentence in paragraph 1 that reads “It works by applying crystallographic symmetry operations to a given protomer chain to recreate atom coordinates in the asymmetric unit of the crystal” should instead read “It works by applying crystallographic symmetry operations to a given protomer chain to recreate all contacts in the crystal”.

2. Page 413. The sentence under heading “Filtering the dataset for uninformative cases” that begins “A ten-residue contact…” contains the P-value ~0.57. This P-value should be 0.9.

3. Page 414. The equation for $P_{\text{mostcon}}$ should read

$$P_{\text{mostcon}}(m) = \sum_{i=m}^{N} h(i)$$